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One often tries to reduce problems about quadratic forms over a field F 
to the corresponding problems over a related field whose structure is 
somewhat simpler. For example, a reduction technique is used in the case F 
has a non-dyadic complete discrete valuation. A well-known theorem of 
Springer [S] then completely reduces quadratic form theory over F to the 
theory over the residue class field of the valuation. This theorem generalizes 
to any 2-henselian valuation (cf. [Kl, Sect. 12.21). Let v be the valuation. 
Let a E k := F\{O 1 be such that v(a) is not divisible by two. The key idea 
behind the proof is that the quadratic form (1, a} only represents elements 
in % u a%. Such an element a is called rigid. This terminology was 
introduced in [Sz]. If u is not necessarily 2-henselian then the same 
argument shows that the form (1, a) only represents elements in 
U,i . % v aUJ . PI”, where 17: denotes the group of i-units of F with respect 
to v. By setting T= Ut . F’, we even have that for any s, t E T, the element 
s + at lies in TV aT. We say that a is T-rigid. This notion was first 
introduced by Ware in [W]. Conversely, Ware proves in [W] that if T is a 
subgroup of P containing % then the T-rigid elements in F give rise to a 
valuation of F. This generalized work of the third author in [Jl J. We shall 
simplify some of the proofs and extend the main results in [W] in the first 
two sections of this paper. In the third section, we shall give a more 
convenient interpretation of these results. 
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Another reduction technique is suggested by looking at signatures. A
signature is just a ring homomorphism WF-+ Z, where WF is the Witt ring 
of F. One can show that for any signature, there is a field extension K of F 
and an isomorphism WKrZ factoring the signature, i.e., we have a com- 
mutative diagram 
Other such factoring problems arise. An important one is the following: Let 
I- denote the category of abstract Witt rings in the sense of [M]. Let R 
and S be abstract Witt rings and let R x S be the product of R and S in YY’-. 
Suppose that there exists an isomorphism WFr R x S in %‘“, i.e., Rx S is 
realized by F. Then does there exist a field extension K of F and an 
isomorphism WKr R in ?PP factoring the projection map R x S -+ R, i.e., 
do we have a commutative diagram 
WF-=-+ RxS 
I I 
WKL R 
in %/, where WF-t WK is induced by the inclusion of fields? Using the 
valuation-theoretic results proved in the first hree sections, we answer this 
question in the affirmative provided the multiplicative group GR of 
l-dimensional forms in R contains an element CI such that both IX and -LX 
are rigid. This realization result is important, because it allows one to use 
some of the methods of dealing with abstract Witt rings to answer 
questions about Witt rings of fields. For example, this result will be crucial 
in [AEJ], where we shall study the relationship between quadratic forms 
over fields and Galois cohomology. Indeed, there it will enable us to reduce 
a difficult question about certain fields to one about simpler fields. 
1. T-RIGID AND T-BASIC ELEMENTS 
In this section, we introduce the definitions and some examples to be 
used in the rather technical second section. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let T be a subgroup of P where F is an arbitrary field. 
(We do not assume that T contains the group @‘.) An element a in P is 
called T-rigid (in F) if T+ aT& T v aT. 
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Remark 1.2. (1) In applications to quadratic form theory, we do not 
only consider elements s + at with s, t E T but also allow one of s, t to be 
zero. However, replacing T with TV {Oj does not change the meaning in 
the definition. 
(2) Whether an element a in P is T-rigid clearly depends only on its 
class modulo T. In particular, the set of T-rigid elements consists of whole 
classes modulo T. 
(3) SinceOET+(-l)T,noelementin -T:=(-l)Tis T-rigid.In 
particular, if T= p then P contains no T-rigid elements. Also, if T= ( 1 i 
then #’ contains no T-rigid elements. 
Ware gave many examples of T-rigid elements in the case that T contains 
%. To describe the basic examples in the general setting, we first fix the 
following notation, to be used throughout this paper. 
Notation 1.3. Let v be a (Krull-) valuation of F. We let A = A,, denote 
the corresponding valuation ring of F and F, or F, denote the residue class 
field of v. We let U, or U, denote the unit group of A, &!,, or .,&LA denote 
the maximal ideal of A, and Z-, or r,, denote the value group of v. We also 
let Ut = Vi := 1 + JZ,, denote the group of l-units in A. Finally, if a 
valuation ring A of F is given, we let \!A denote the corresponding 
valuation. 
EXAMPLES 1.4. Let 1’ be a (Krull-) valuation of F. 
(1) Let A be a subgroup of r,, and let T be the group of elements in 
F with values in A. Then an element of P is T-rigid if and only if its value 
does not lie in A. 
(2) Let T= U:. Then an element of p is T-rigid whenever it does not 
lie in U,,. 
This can be stated more precisely as follows (cf. [W, Example 2.2(ii), 
Lemma 2.15(2)]): 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let v be a valuation of F. Assume that T contains Ut. 
Then 
(1) Any element of b’ lying outside of U,, . T is T-rigid. 
(2) A unit a E 11,’ is T-rigid if and ony if its residue class ti in F, is 
T-rigid, where T is the image of UI, n T in k,,. 
Proof. Let a E l? Suppose that a $ U, . T. In particular, v(a) C$ v(T). Con- 
sequently, v(s) # v(at) for any elements s, t E T. If U(S) < v(at), then s + at = 
s(l+ (at/s))EsUt EST= T, whereas if v(s) > v(atj then s+at= 
at( 1+ (s/at)) E atUb c aT. This proves (1). 
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Now suppose that n E U,. Suppose first hat a is T-rigid. Let s, t E U,, n T. 
By Remark 1.2 (3), we know a$ -T. Since Ut c T, we see easily that 
S+ &# 0. Consequently, s + at E U,. It follows that s + at E Tu UT implies - - 
s + at E Tu tiT. Thus 2 is T-rigid. Suppose next that 2 is T-rigid. Let 
s, t E T. Since ti $ - T and Ui c T, we see that v(s + at) = min(v(s), v(at) ). If 
v(s) #v(at), we see, as before, that s+at E Tu aT, so assume that 
v(s) = v(nt). To show s + at E Tu aT, we certainly may assume that s = 1. 
In particular, we may assume that t E U, n T. Since 5 is T-rigid, we must 
have 1 + at = i + aim TV 0. Since Ui c T, we get I+ atE TV aT. This 
proves that a is T-rigid. 1 
Remark 1.6. Let aE&‘. Suppose that a is not T-rigid. Then 
Proposition 1.5 says that a E U, . T. Since no element in aT can be T-rigid 
either, we see that the set of T-rigid elements is determined by the T-rigid 
classes in the _group U,, . T/T2 U, /(U, n T). But Ui G T implies that 
U,/( U,, n T) g FV;,/T. Thus if the valuation v satisfies the condition of 
Proposition 1.5, then the question of T-rigidity completely reduces to the 
question of T-rigidity. 
As in [WI, we give a name to the condition in the proposition. 
DEFINITION 1.7. A valuation v of F is called T-compatible if T contains 
U,f. 
Whenever a +! U, T then both a and -a are T-rigid, since - 1 is a v-unit 
for any valuation v of F. We give a name to this condition also. 
DEFINITION 1.8. We say that a is T&rigid if both a and -a are T-rigid. 
An element a is called T-basic if it is not T-birigid. We denote the set of 
T-basic elements by BF( T). If T= %, we call a T-rigid (respectively, a 
T-basic) element a rigid (respectively, basic) element. 
Of course, a T-rigid element may not be T-birigid. For example, 1 is 
T-rigid if and only if T is additively closed. But - 1 is never T-rigid. In par- 
ticular, both 1 and - 1 are T-basic. Clearly, an element a is T-basic if and 
only if any element in _+ UT := {a, --a > T is. In particular, + T c BF( T). 
Proposition 1.5 and the comments following it show 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Lei v be a T-compatible valuation of F. Let T denote 
the image of U, r~ T in F,f. Then 
(1) B,(T)s U;T. 
(2) The isomorphism U, . T/T+ F,,;.lT maps BF(T)/T onto B,(T)/T. 
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Berman showed (cf. [M, Theorem 5.181) that BF(T) is a group whenever 
T= %, and Ware showed in [W] that BF(T) is often a group when % E T. 
However, BF(T) need not be a group in general. Indeed, if F is a field of 
characteristic 5 and T := { 1, - 1) then BF( T) = PI, (2, -2) is not a group 
unless F is the field with five elements. Let <BAT)> denote the subgroup 
of P generated by B,(T). This is the smallest subgroup of p such that any 
element not in it is T-birigid. By Proposition 1.9, it follows that 
<B,(T)> E U,, . T for any T-compatible valuation v of F. We shall see that 
for most such v, we have equality. 
2. T-COMPATIBLE VALUATION RINGS 
Notation 2.1. For the rest of this paper, T will denote a multiplicative 
subgroup of p and H will denote a multiplicative subgroup of p containing 
BF( T). Thus, henceforth, 
+Tc<B,(T)> EHcI? 
In this section, we shall construct a T-compatible valuation ring ,4 such 
that U,, . Tc H. In a few exceptional cases, however, we first must modify 
H slightly. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We let 
O;(H, 7’) := (xEF( x$Hand 1 +XE T). 
OJ(H, T):={x~~~x~Handx.O;(H, T)cO;(H, T)). 
O,(H, T) := O,(H, T)u O,‘(H, T). 
U,(H, T):= {xEO;(H, T) (x-%OF+(H, T)) 
OBSERVATIONS 2.3. (1) O,+ (H, T) is a multiplicative monoid and 
UAH, T) c & is a subgroup. 
(2) OEOF(H, T). 
(3) Let s E $\ H. Then Tr\ XT= a. Moreover, x E 0; (H, T) if and 
only if X-I 4 0, (H, T). In particular, if O,(H, T) is a valuation ring of F 
then O;(H, T) s C&oF(H,7j and UAH, T) = lJodH,Tj c H. 
ProoJ Since TS H, we have T n XT= 0. Since BF(T) E H, we have x 
is T-rigid. In particular, 1+ x E T or 1-t x E XT but not both. If 1 +x E T 
then 1+x-‘EX-‘T while if l+x~xT then 1+x-‘ET. The result 
follows. 1 
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(4) Let x E H\ 0: (H, T). Then there exist y, z E 0; (H, T) such that 
xyz = 1, i.e., J~-‘=J~zEO;(H, T).O;(H, T). 
Prooj: By definition, there exists y E 0; (H, T) such that XJ 4 0; (H, T). 
Since s E H but y $ H, we have .XJ’ $ H. Consequently, (3) shows that 
z := (XI,)-’ E O;(H, T), and we are done. n 
(5) ~~EO;(H, T) then -x/(l+x)~O;(H, T). 
ProoJ: By hypothesis x+! H and 1 +x E Tc H. Since - 1 E B,( T) E H, 
we have -~/(l+s)$H. Thus l+(-n-/(l+x))=l/(l+x)~Tshows that 
-s/(1 +x)eO;(H, T). 1 
(6) If A is a valuation ring of F then ~2‘~ = O;(U,, 1 + A”~) and 
U, = OG- (U,, 1 + -lA ). 1~2 particular, .4= O,( U,, 1 + X4). 
PlooJ: This is straightforward. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. We say that O,(H, T) is preadditive if 
I+ O;(H, T) G O,f(H, T). 
Remark 2.5. If O,(H, T) is additively closed, e.g., if O,(H, T) is a 
valuation ring, then O,(H, T) is preadditive. 
ProoJ: By definition, 1 + 0, (H, T) E TG H, so our assumption shows 
that 
l+O,(H, T)cO,(H, T)nH=O,C(H, T). m 
We wish to prove the converse of the above remark. It is useful to have 
an equivalent formulation of preadditivity. 
LEMMA 2.6. The following two statements are equivalent: 
( 1) O,( H, T) is preadditive. 
(2) O,(H, T).O;(H, T)cl-T, i.e., if x,y~o,(H, T) then 
1 - .XY E T. 
Moreover, if O,( H, T) is preadditive theta the following holds: 
(3) If XE~ satisfies l+reOFf(H, T) and y~0;(H, T) then 
1 -.YJ’E Tn O,f(H, T). 
Proqf: (1) o (2) From the definitions, itfollows that (1) is equivalent 
to: 
If s, ZEO;(H, T) then l+(l+x)r~T. (2.7) 
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Using Observation 3.3(5), we see at once that 
If a,b~p‘\(-1) then -b 
a=iTb 
if and only if b=z 
1+a 
and when this occurs 
aeO,(H, T) if and only if bEO;(H, T). 
It follows from this that any I E 0; (H, 7’) can be written as 2 = 
for some .r E O,F( H, T). Thus we see that (2.7) is equivalent to: 
If s,y~o;(H, T) then 
However, 
- J’!‘( 1 + 1%). 
(1.8) 
If o,bEp with hf-1 then l-ah=(l+b 
Let X, J E 0; (H, T). Then ~3 # - 1 and 1 + y E T. Consequently, (* ), with 
a= .Y and b =y, shows that (2.8) is equivalent to (2). 
(3) Suppose that 1 +xcO;(H, T) andls6O;(H, T). Observation2.3(5) 
shows -y/Cl + “v) E O,(H, T). Thus 1 + s E O,t( H, T) implies that 
(1+x)(-~j(lf~))~O;(H, T). Therefore, ~EOF(H, T) and (1) imply 
that 1 +I’, 1 +(l +x)(-~;.i(l +J)))EOF(H, T)n T. Since O;(H, Tj and T 
are multiplicatively closed, (*) gives 1 - .YJ’E O,Z(H, T) n T. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose that O,(H, Tj is preadditiw. Then 
(1) (O;(H, T).O;(H, T))n HcO;(H, T). 
(2) I~xEF\O~(H, T) then .c’EO,(H, T). 
(3j -1~0;(H, T). 
Proof. (1) Let x,~EO;(H, T) satisfy )I)‘EH. Let ZEO;(H. T). We 
must show that XJY E 0; (H, T), i.e., I+ XJ’Z E T. Since 1 + x E O,t (H, T) by 
preadditivity, I- .YY E T n 0; (H, T) by Lemma 2.6(3). Consequently, 
Lemma 2.6( 3) implies that 
l+,~),z=l-((--.~~)zET~O=(H, T). 
(2) By Obervation 2.3(3), we may assume that SE H. Since 
XI$ O,‘(H, T), Observation 2.3(4) and part (1 j show that x-’ E O,f(H, T). 
(3) Since - 1 E H, part (2) shows that - 1 E O,t(H, T) 8 
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THEOREM 2.10. Suppose that O,(H, T) is preadditive. Then O,(H, T) is 
a T-compatible valuation ring of F kth UoflH,=, . T c H. 
Proof: We first show that O,(H, T) is closed under multiplication. By 
the definition of O,+ (H, T), it suffices to show that if X, 4’ E 0; (H, T) then 
XY E OAH. T). By Lemma 2.9(l), we may also assume that .XY $ H. By 
Lemma 2.9(3), we know that -1 EOF+(H, T), so -xEOF(H, T). Thus 
I+ XV = 1 - ( -x) I’ E T by Lemma 2.6(2). This shows that .X-V E O;(H, T) 
as needed. 
We next show that 1 + OAH, T) c O,(H, T). Let ZE O,(H, T). We must 
show that 1+ z E OJH, T). Clearly, we may assume that z # - 1. By pread- 
ditivity, we may assume that z E O,t (H, T). Since - 1 E Of (H, T), we have 
that I- (1 + z) = --1 E 0: (H, T) also. Consequently, Lemma 2.6(3) implies 
that 
l+(l+zj?:ETnOf(H, T)ET whenever 1’ E 0; (H, T). 
If 1-t z E H, this means that 1 + z E O>(H, T) as required, so we may 
assume that 1 + z # H. But 1-t (1 + z)( - l/( 1+ 2)) = 0 4 T, so we must have 
- l/( 1 + z) $0; (H, T). Consequently, Observation 2.3(3) shows that 
-(I +z)EO;(H, T). Since -leOFf(H, T), we see that l+z~o;(H, T) 
as required. 
We now show that O,(H, T) is additively closed. Let X, y E O,(H, T). We 
must show that s + y E O,(H, T). We may assume that s # 0 and J’ # 0. By 
Lemma 2.9(2) either X-Y-’ or ~JC-I lies in OAH, T). We may assume that 
)‘Xh lies in O,(H, T) and hence 1 +yx-’ E OJH, T). But O,(H, T) is 
multiplicatively closed, so x + 4’ =x( 1 + y-u-‘ j E OJH, T) a needed. 
Lemma 2.9(2) and the above now show that O,(H, T) is a valuation ring 
of F. Thus Observation 2.3(3) implies that UOIfH,T) = U,(H, T) 5 H. Since 
TE H, to finish, we need only show that OJH, T) is T-compatible. Let 
x E OAH, T)\ Ud H, T). We must show that 1+ x E T. If x E 0; (H, T), this 
is true by definition, so we may assume that x E O>(H, T). Since 
-Y-‘$ O;(H, T), Ob servation 2.3(4) shows that x =J’Z for some 
I’, i E 0; (H, T). Since - 1 E 0; (H, T), we have -JJ E 0, (H, T) also. Thus 
Lemma 2.6(2) implies that 1 f x = I- ( -y) z E T as needed. 1 
COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose that f and fi are subgroups of F such 
that TG F’c H c 11. Then BF( F) L H. Suppose also that O,(H, T) is a 
T-compatible valuation ring of F. Then 
(1) O,(f?, T) is a T-compatible valuation ring of F containing 
Op-fH, T). 
(2) O,(H, T) = OAH, f’). 
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Proof. We first show that BAT’) E H. Since - 1 E H, it suffices to show 
any ?CE p\H is p-rigid. To do that it clearly suffices to show that for 
any Y E f, we have 1 + XT E rf u xi? Since XI $ H, it is T-rigid so 1 + .XY E
Tu xrT~ fu xf. 
(1) Since H c I?, the definitions imply that 
(p’:,&)nO,(H, T)=(p\fi)nO,(H, T)=O,(&, T). (*) 
In particular, OJ@, T) is preadditive by Lemma 2.6 and hence a 
T-compatible valuation ring of F. To finish, (*) shows that we need only 
show that x~O,(fi, T) whenever x~finO~,:(H, T). Let JEO~;(I?, T)c 
0, (H, T). Then xy E O,( H, T). Now (*I implies that .UJ’ E O,(H, T). Thus 
x~OF+(fi, T)cO,(I?, T) as needed. 
(2)Let x~p\H. Clearly, l+x~T implies l!-XE? If l+s$T then 
1 +x$ F, since 1 + xP1 E TG ?, by Observation 2.3(3). It follows that 
0; (H, T) = 0; (H, f), But this already implies O,( H, T) = O,( H. If). 1 
We must find sufficient conditions to guarantee that O,(H, T) be a 
valuation ring. By the Theorem, this means conditions for OJH, T) to be 
preadditive. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If there exists an element II E U,( H, T) \ T the?? 
OdH, T) is a T-compatible oaluation rkg qf F. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, we need only show that O,(H, T) is 
preadditive. By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to show that x, y E O;(H, T) 
implies 1 - X.Y E T. By definition, x 6 BF( T) so .K is T-rigid. Hence, 
l-xq’= (1+x)-x(l+y) E T+ (-.u)TE Tu -xT. Since xu- ‘, 
JU E 0, (H, T), the same argument shows that 1 - xy = 1 - xu-‘q*~ 
Tu-(xzl-‘)T.Nowu$TmeansthatxTn(xu~’)T=@,so l-.~yETas 
required. 1 
LEMMA 2.13 (cf. [W. Proposition 2.131.) Suppose that u E H satisfies 
u&Tarzd 1-uc’$T. Then UEO:(H, T). 
Proof: We cannot have 14= 1 tu- 1 E Tu (u- 1) T, since U, 
1-u-‘$T.Thusu-lisnot T-rigidsou-lEH.LetxEO,(H,T).Since 
U, u - 1 E H, we must have UX, (24 - 1) x B: H and hence both are T-rigid. 
Thus l+ux~TutlxT and l+u.u=(l+xf(u-l)x~Tu(~-1)xT. 
Now 1 - u-l $ T implies that uxTn (U - 1) xT= a. Thus 1 + ux E T, i.e., 
ux E 0; (H, T). Consequently, u E 0: (H, Tj. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Suppose that there exists an elemerlt aE k’\,, T such 
that -a is not T-rigid. Then O,(H, T) is a T-compatible saluation ring of F. 
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ProoJ Since -a is not T-rigid, we have + a E BF( T) _c H and there 
exists t E T such that 1 - at $ TV (-a) T. Let u := at. Then II E H, II # T. 
l-u$T,and 1-u$(-u)T.Inparticular, both 1-u$Tand I-a-‘$T. 
Lemma 2.13 therefore implies that u, u -I E 0: (H, T), i.e., u E U,( H, T). As 
K $ T, applying Proposition 2.12 finishes the proof. 1 
DEFINITION 2.15. We say that T is exceptional ifBF( T) = + T and either 
- 1 E T or T is additively closed. We also call this the exceptional case. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let T c F be a szrbgroup and H G p be a subgroup con- 
taining BF( T). Then there exists a subgroup fi in P such that H G I?, 
[I?: H] d 2, and O,(Z?, T) is a T-compatible valuation ring of F such that 
u 0flfi.T). TG f1, Moreover, H = fi works unless T is exceptional. 
ProoJ If there exists such an I? with O,(fi, T) a valuation ring 
then uo, A,~, TC I? by Theorem 2.10. Thus we need only prove the 
other statements. Suppose that there exists no a E k\ T such that -a 
is not T-rigid, i.e., Proposition 2.14 does not imply that O,(H, T) is a 
T-compatible valuation ring of F. We show that T is exceptional. We have 
every b E fi),( - T) is T-rigid. 
In particular, 
every b E p\( _+ T) is T-birigid 
and BJT) = + T. Suppose now, in addition, that - 1$ T. Then, by the 
above, 1 is T-rigid. Hence T is additively closed. This shows that T is 
exceptional. Consequently, the theorem is proved unless T is exceptional. 
We next claim 
If a, b E O,(H, T) satisfy 1 - ab $ T then 
(*I 
l-abE -aTandaT=bT. 
Since a#H, we have a is T-birigid. Thus l-ab=(l+a)-a(l+b)~ 
T-aTE Tu (--a) T. So 1 -abe -UT. Similarly, 1 -abE -bT. Therefore, 
aT= bT. This establishes the claim. 
Assume now that O,(H, T) is not preadditive. (In particular, T is excep- 
tional.) Then there exist a, be O;(H, T) such that 1 - ab $ T. Now 
1-ab= -at for some tET, so ab=l+atET+aT~TuaT. Since b$T, 
we get ab E T. Thus a’EaT-aT=abTs T. Let I?:= Wu aH. We show that 
this I? works. Since a2 E TG H, we see that A is a subgroup of p and 
[J?: H] < 2. Next we show -aE U,(fi, T). Once we do this, we will be 
done by Proposition 2.12, since -a$ fT. Let zsO;(l?, T)zO;(H, T). 
We must show that -az, -za-’ E O;(&, T), i.e., that both 1 - az and 
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1 --a -lo lie in T. Clearly, we may assume that z f0. If 1 - az $ T then (*j 
shows that zT= UT. This contradicts z $ fi. Hence 1 - UZE T. Since 
8= H u bH also, the same argument shows that 1 - bz E T and 
- bz E 0; (H, T). Finally, suppose that 1 -amm’z# T, i.e., -a-‘-7$ 
O,(fi, T). By Observation 2.3(3), we then have --a~-’ E O,(fi, T)E 
O;(H, T). NOW l-(-ai-I)(-bz)=l-abIT, SO (*) shows that 
1 - ab E az -IT. But (* ) also implies that 1 - ab E - aT. We conclude that 
-1 - ’ E T. But this contradicts z $ &. Therefore, 1 - ~a-’ E T. and we are 
done. 1 
COROLLARY 2.17 (cf. [W Theorem 7.161). There exists CI T-compatible 
culuution ring A of F such that [U, . T: <B,(T)>] ,< 2. Moreotler, if f is 
not exceptional, then there exists a T-compatible valuation ring A of F such 
that u, . T= iB,( T)>. 
Proof Let H =<B,( T)> in Theorem 2.16. By Proposition 1.9, we 
know BF(T) c U, . T whenever A is a T-compatible valuation ring of F. 
The result follows. a 
We know that T is exceptional whenever O,(H, T) is not a valuation 
ring. The converse is false. We now give examples showing that O,(H, T) 
may or may not be a valuation ring in the exceptional case. 
EXAMPLES 2.18. ( 1) Let E, and E, be eucfidean fields (i.e., formaliy 
real fields with two (non-zero) square classes) in the algebraic closure 
of Q. Suppose that F := E, n E, is not euclidean. Then ii/p\ = 4, F is 
pythagorean (i.e., every sum of squares in F is a square in F), and F has two 
orderings. It follows by [EL, Corollary 4.81 that BF(p) = +F’. Thus % is 
exceptional with BF(p) = +% and - 16 % but p’ is additively closed. Let 
A = O,(B,($‘*), %). Then A is not a valuation ring. Indeed, if A were a 
valuation ring then A # F by Observation 2.3(3). But the residue class field 
P of A must be formally real, since the valuation is p-compatible and F is 
formally real Pythagorean. But we cannot have both char F = 0 and F # F, 
since F is algebraic over Q. 
(2) Let F be as in Example 1. Let E = F(v<z). Then (&,!?*I = 2, By 
the Approximation Theorem, we can choose x E F such that s is sufficiently 
close to - 5 in one ordering and sufficiently close to 4 in the second order- 
ing to guarantee that x 4 + p’, 1+ x E p’“, and 1 - x & p. Then 1 - x E - %, 
since s is birigid by (1). Now p/p’ = { &%, + xP* ), so ,$ii’ = 
fk?-’ YE:‘), k 3 1+x&, and 1 -x E xl?‘. Thus x E 0, ( BE(i2), .@) and 
-x$O;(B,(l?), g”). If O;(B,(k?), g’) were a valuation ring then 
- 1 E O,‘( BE(k2), i”). It follows that O,(B,(l?), 8’) is not a valuation 
ring. Here we have B#) = +i‘” and i? is not additively closed, but 
-1E.t.‘. 
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(3) Let K= R((t)), the field of formal Laurent power series. Then ii 
has four square classes, is Pythagorean, and has two orderings. (In fact, if F 
is the field in Example 1 then F and K have isomorphic Witt rings.) 
Moreover, I? is exceptional with K additively closed. However, 
0,(B,(k2), 8’) is a valuation ring. Indeed, it is the valuation ring 
associated to the t-adic valuation. Thus k2 is exceptional but 
0,(B,(k2), I?) is a valuation ring. Such exceptional k2 are valuation jans 
in the sense of [J2]. (For conditions that determine when a real preprime 
gives a non-trivial valuation ring see [J2].) 
(4) IfL=K(,l--l), h w ere K is as in (3), then L.’ is exceptional with 
- 1 E t2 and O,(B,(i’), i”) is the valuation ring associated to the t-adic 
valuation. 
3. T-COARSE VALUATION RINGS 
In this section, we shall interpret he constructions of the last section in a 
manner more suitable for applications. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that O,(H, T) is a valuation ring of F. Let v be the 
corresponding valuation. Then V(H) contains no non-trivial convex subgroups 
of the value group qf OJ H, T). 
Proof. Suppose that 0 # A c t(H) is a convex subgroup. Choose 6 EA 
such that 6 > 0 and x E H such that v(x) = 6. Since s-l $Of(H, T), there 
exists a J’ E O;(H, T) such that X- ‘J’$ 0; (H, T). Consequently, 
XJ -’ E O;( H, T) and hence v(?cv -‘) > 0. Therefore, 0 < Y(Y) < v(x). Since 
A is convex, there exists an h E H such that v(h) = II( Thus 
11-r~’ E U,( H, T), so 1’ E U,(H, T) . H c H by Theorem 2.10. This is a 
contradiction since YE O,(H, T). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that A is a T-compatible valuation ring of F 
M’ith U, . TG H. Let A be the maximal convex subgroup of T, contained in 
Y.~(H). Then O,( H, T) is the valuation ring corresponding to the composite 
valuation F -+ T, --) r, /A. 
ProoJ It follows from Observation 2.3(6) and Corollary 2.11 that 
A = Od LJ,, 1 + AZ”) c O,(H, 1 f -flA) = O,(H, T). Valuation theory shows 
that B := O,(H, T) corresponds to the composite valuation 
By Lemma 3.1, vg(H) contains no non-trivial convex subgroups, so 
d G vA( 17,). Furthermore, U,E H. hence I~~(U~)CV~(H). By the 
maximality of A, we get I’~( U,) = A. 1 
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DEFINITION 3.3. We say that a valuation v of F is T-course if v(T) 
[ = v( U, . T)] contains no non-trivial convex subgroups of r,,. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that A is a T-coarse. T-compatible valuariorr 
ring of F. Then A = Od U, . T, T). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definitions and 
Proposition 3.2, when we let H= U, . T. m 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that A and B are two imomparabie T- 
compatible vnluntion rings of F. Then BAT) = T = U,. T and O,(T, T) is a 
vuiuution ring containing both A and B. In particular, - 1 E T. 
Proof. Since A and B are incomparable, it is easy to see that there 
exists .Y E p such that x E J[d and s-i E ~7~. Since both valuation rings are 
T-compatible. we have both 1 +x, 1 +.x-r E T. In particular, 
1 + x E T n XT. Thus x E T. Let J’ E U,. If J E A then XY E AA and 
(xF))’ E c&‘B. It follows as before that .XJ E T and hence JJ E T. Suppose that 
JJ $ A. Then .)-I E T by the above, and hence again y E T. Consequently, 
U, !% T. Proposition 1.9 now implies that BF( T) c U, . T c T. T = T, since 
B is T-compatible. It follows that BAT) = Ll,. T= T. Next, we note that 
B=O,(U,, 1 +J18)~OJUUs.T, T)=O,(T, T) by Observation2.3(6) and 
Corollary 2.11. Similarly. we have A G O,(T, T). 
Remark 3.6. Suppose that B,(T) = T and O,( T T) is a valuation ring 
of F. Then UAT, T) c T by Theorem 2.10, It follows that every valuation 
ring of F inside O,(T, T) is T-compatible. In particular, when these con- 
ditions hold, there is an inclusion preserving bijective correspondence 
between the F-valuation subrings of OAT, T) and arbitrary valuation rings 
of the residue class field F of OF( T, T). Of course, incomparable 
T-compatible valuation rings of F correspond to incomparable valuation 
rings of E 
COROLLARY 3.7. Any two T-coarse, T-compatible valuation rings qf’ F 
are comparable. 
ProoJ: Let A and B be two T-coarse, T-compatible valuation rings of F. 
If these two rings are not comparable then Corollary 3.4 and 
Proposition 3.5 imply 
.4=O,(U,.T, T)=O,(T, T)=O,(U,.T, T)=B, 
which is a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. There is a unique smallest (,finest ) T-coarse, T-compatible 
valuation ring O,(T) ofF. 
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Pro@ Using Corollary 3.7, we see that the intersection of all the 
T-coarse, T-compatible valuation rings of F is a T-coarse, T-compatible 
valuation ring of F. 1 
THEOREM 3.9. Let O,(T) be the valuation rilzg of i'leorern3.8. Let 
U,( T) := U,,(T). Therl 
(1) <B,(T)>c ZJAT).T. 
(2) [U,(T).T:-cB,(T)>]<2. 
(3) If a subgroup H c k contains BL-(T) then O,(H, T) is a valuation 
ring of F if and only if VA T) . T E H. 
Moreover, if T is not exceptional, then U,(T) . T = <B,(T)>. 
Prooj Set H,= U,(T) . T. We have BF( T) E H,. Corollary 3.4 implies 
that OAT) = OAH,, T). Corollary 2.17 implies that <B,( T)>_c H,, 
[H,: <B,(T)>] 6 2, and H, = <B,(T)> whenever T is not exceptional. 
Thus it remains only to show (3). 
Let H c r’ contain B,(T). Suppose that O,( H, T) is a valuation ring of F. 
We then know that OAH, T) is T-coarse and T-compatible. Minimality 
shows that O,(T) = O,(H,, T) E O,(H, T). It follows that U,.(T) TG 
ll,(H, T) . Tc H, so H,c H. Conversely, if H,c H, then O,-(H, T) is a 
valuation ring of F by Corollary 2.11. 1 
4. THE REALIZATION THEOREM 
In this section, we apply the results of the previous sections to solve a 
realization problem in the theory of quadratic forms over fields. 
Throughout this section, we shall also use the standard notation of 
quadratic form theory (cf. CL]). In particular, if q is a quadratic form over 
F then we let D,(q) denote the set of non-zero elements of F represented 
by 4. 
Notation 4.1. In addition to the conventions of the previous sections, 
for any given T, we shall now let 0, = OAT) be the valuation ring of 
Theorem 3.8, U, := Uo,, and H,= U,. T. We also let AT= A& and 
rr= for. 
To apply the previous sections to quadratic form theory, we now look at 
the case that T contains P’. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that p2 s T and (P\H,) n DF( (1, -t)) # /zr for 
all TV T. Then T= (1 +A’~).~*. 
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PiooJ Let t E T and a E (J?\H,j n Dr( (1, .- f> j. Then there exists 
x,?~E~withtX’+~~~=l.Sincea~H,=U,.Tand~~cT,wemusthave 
v(ay’) 4 v(T). Hence V(UJJ~) # v(tx’j, so we must have V(IX’) = 0 and 
\(a~,‘) > 0. Thus tx” = 1 - UJJ’ E 1 + J&. The result now follows. i 
We shall need a criterion that guarantees our valuation ring O.(F) 
is non-dyadic (i.e., char F#2). For this we shall need the following 
(cf. [ELTW, Lemma 5.71): 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that char F = 0 and let v be a dJ.adic wluation I$ F. 
Let e E F satisjjs 0 < v(e) < v(4) and v(e) $ 2r,,. Then 
Proof. It suffices to consider elements of the form d= x2 - (1 + e). Sup- 
pose first hat v(.Y’ - 1) d 0. If V(X) > 0 then dE 1 + A,,. So we may assume 
that v(x’ - 1) = v(x’j E 2r,,. Multiplying d by a square J-) for some 1’ with 
v( ~1) 3 0 puts dy’ E U,,. Since v is dyadic, we have @ = x2~s3 - ~1’ E F’. The 
result follows in this case. Now suppose that v(s’- 1) > 0. Since v is 
dyadic, we see that v(.u- 1) > 0. So we may write s = 1 + 7~ for some 
71 E JL,, . We have d= 7~’ + 2x -e. If v(e) < v(d + 27f) then 
dE -e(l+A!,,j=e(I +A,,),. If \1(x’+2~)6v(e)<~l(4), we must have 
Y(z) < v(2). Consequently, v(n’ + 27~) = v(&) <v(e), using v(e) $ 2f,,. In 
particular, d= TC~ + (27~ -e) and v(z‘) < v(2n -e), so de (1 + A”/). F’ 
follows. This proves the lemma. 1 
We now can establish 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that p’c T and [T. DF( (1: -t)): T] > 2 ,for all 
t E T. Then the oaluation ring 0 7 is nondyadic. 
Proof Let A E I’, be the convex subgroup generated by v(2), where v is 
the valuation corresponding to 0,. We must show that A = {Oj. If this is 
not so, then Lemma 3.1 implies that A & v(H,) = V( Tj. In particular, 
A & 2r,c v(T), since % s T. Choose E E Tr\:,d satisfying 0 < 6 < v(4j. 
Choose e E F such that v(e) = 6. Then T-compatibility implies that 1 + e E T. 
Lemma 4.3 shows that DF( (1, - (1 + e))) c { 1, e1 . T. This contradicts our 
hypothesis. 1 
We shall need the theory of abstract Witt rings as presented in [M]. If R 
is an abstract Witt ring in the sense of Marshall, i.e., a strongl?: represen- 
tational Witt ring in the sense of [KR], we denote by G, the multiplicative 
group of one-dimensional forms in R. Thus G, is a group of exponent two 
with a distinguished element - 1 E G,. The category of abstract Witt rings 
has a direct product that we denote by x . (It is the fiber product over 
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Z/22 in the category of rings.) If R and S are abstract Witt rings, we iden- 
tify G,xG, and GRxS. If T is a subgroup of G, then the concept of 
T-rigidity makes sense for abstract Witt rings. If T= (11, a T-rigid element 
is called rigid. We say R is basic, if B, := {XE G, 1 x is not birigid) = G,. 
Berman’s Theorem (cf. [M, Theorem 5.181) implies that B, is a subgroup 
of G,. 
We now turn to the situation that interests us. Let F be a field of charac- 
teristic different from 2. We shall assume that we have an isomorphism 
4: WFs Rx S, where R and S are abstract Witt rings. We write 
@R: WF+ R and is: WF+ S for th e compositions of 4 with the projec- 
tions rrR : R x S + R and z,: R x S + S, respectively. The isomorphism 4 
induces a group homomorphism 4: @+ G, x G, g GRr s, and the com- 
position with the projection maps give homomorphisms $R: P-t G, and 
$s: &+ Gs. Clearly, p2 lies in both ker(4,) and ker($,). Since d is an 
isomorphism, for any f~ WF, we have f= 0 if and only if dR(S) = 0 and 
ds(f)=O. In particular, if t E ker(J,) and ZE ker(&,) then ker($,) c 
D,.((l, -t)) and ker($,)GD,((l, -2)). 
With this notation, we have 
LEMMA 4.5. Let I$: WF-, R x S be an isomorphism of abstract Witt rings 
and T= ker(4,). Let a E I? Then a is T-rigid if and only if $,Ja) E G, is rigid 
in R. In particular, Br(T) = $,‘(B,) is a subgroup of r? 
Proof Suppose that a ~6’ and $Ja) is rigid in R. Let b = s + at for 
some s, t E T. Then we have 
(l,a).(l, -b)=(l, -s)+a(l, -t)-ab(1, --st) 
It follows that bR( ( 1, a) . (1, -6)) = 0, i.e., (1 + $,(a))(1 - $R(b)) = 
0 E R. Since $,(a) is rigid in R, we must have $,Jb) = 1 or &,Jb) = $,(a). 
Thus b E T or b E aT as desired. 
Conversely, suppose that a EF is T-rigid. Let BEG, and suppose 
that (1 + $,(a))( 1-B) = 0. Choose b E E’ with $Jb) = p and b E ker(&,). 
Then we see that $R((l,a).(l, -b))=(l+$,(a))(l-p)=O and 
ds((l,a).(l, -b))=(l+$,(a))(l-l)=O. Consequently, (l,a). 
(1, -b))=O. Therefore, bETuaT, so /3=4,(b)=l or /3=$,(b)= 
6(a). I 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that char F # 2, and $1 WF2i R x S is an 
isomorphism of abstract Witt rings where R is not basic. Assnme~furthermore 
that R is not isomorphic to Z/22[5] or Z[t] where t2= 1. Let 
T := ker($,). Then the traluation ring Or is non-dyadic and 
T = ( 1-k ..&) . F2. If S 2 Z/22, i.e., WF 2 R: then 0 r is 2-henselian. 
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Proof. We first show that the hypotheses of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 are 
satisfied. Let 2 := ker($,). As was remarked earlier, ZC DF( (1, - t)) for 
all t E T. Since jG,( > 4, we have [T . Z: T] > 4. Consequently, the 
hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 is satisfied. Suppose that H,= l? Since R is not 
basic, we then must have that RF(T) is a proper subgroup of H,. 
Therefore, [p: B,(T)] = [G,: BR] = 2 by Theorem 3.9. In particular, we 
are in the exceptional case, so that BAT) = * T, hence B, = (1, - 1)~ If 
- 1 E T, i.e., - 1 = 1 in R, it would follow that R r Z/ZZ[5] where 5’ = 1. 
If, however, T is additively closed then 1 is rigid in R, and it would follow 
that R z Z[<] where t2 = 1. But both of these cases have been excluded. 
This shows that H,# l? So there is an element do p\ Hr. Multiplying d by 
an appropriate element in T, we may assume that no Z. Then 
no DF( (1. -t)) for all t E T, so the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2 is also 
satisfied. 
Since Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4 both hold, 0, is a non-dyadic 
valuation ring with T = (1 + JT’2;) . F2. Finally, suppose that S 2 Z/22. Then 
Gs= (11, so GRxSz G,. In particular, T= %. Since T= (1 + Jr.) = F2, we 
get 1 + =lTc- F’. Since 0 T is non-dyadic, it is 2-henselian. 1 
The next result is well-known in the theory of quadratic forms. We state 
it without proof (cf. [Kl, Sect. 12.2; K2, Proposition 2.41). 
THEOREM 4.7 (Knebusch). Suppose that v is a non-dyadic tialuation on a 
,fi’eld F. Let F,, be a 2henseltation of F tvith respect to v. Then the natural 
morphism WF + WF,, is surjective and its kernel is generated by the forms 
(1, -t), t~(l+&,,).F’. 
We finally come to our main result. 
REALIZATION THEOREM 4.8. Let F be a field with char F# 2. Let 
q3: WF% R x S be an isomorphism of abstract Witt rings Gth R not basic. 
Then there exists a &extension K of F and an isomorphism $1 WKZ R of 
abstract Witt rings such that the folloGng diagram commutes: 
WF ++ R x S 
fi#zere i,, is induced bJ7 the field inclusion FE K. 
Proof First assume that R is neither Z/22[5] nor Z[t] where t2 = 1. 
Let T= ker($,) and let v be the valuation associated to OAF). By 
Theorem 4.6, v is non-dyadic and T= (1 + -&‘,,). F’. Set K= F,. to be a 
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2-henselization of F. We claim that K satisfies the conclusion of the 
Theorem. By Theorem 4.7, we know that J= ker( II/F-+ WK) is generated 
by the l-fold Plister forms (( 1, -t) [ t E T). The definition of T shows 
that&J)isgeneratedby ((1, -g) Ig~G~~~with~~(g)==l~G~)..Hence 
b(J) = ker(R x S --, R). The result now follows in this case. 
Next suppose that R z Z[(], where 5’ = 1. Then R z Z x Z. The projec- 
tion maps WFr Z x Z x S -+ Z give two distinct signatures, i.e., orderings 
of F. Let E, and E2 be euclidean closures of F with respect to these two 
orderings. Set K= E, n E,. It is routine (and well known) that such an K is 
the desired field. 
Finally suppose that R z Z/2Z[ t], where %’ = 1. Let K be a maximal 
Z-extension of F such that ker(P + @I?) s T. Since - 1 E T, we see that 
-1EK:. Furthermore, p/TzZ2/2Z, so it follows that /k/I?/ =2. 
Consequently, WKrZ/2Z[t] and the result follows. 1 
Remarks 4.9. (i) One would like to be able to prove Theorem 4.8 
without the assumption that R is not basic. In the special cases that 
R z Z/22, Z/42, or Z, this can be done. The result can also be proved if R 
is a direct product of Witt rings for which the result is already known. 
(ii) The theorem implies the result is true whenever R is the Witt 
ring of a non-dyadic local field. We do not, however, know if it is true in 
the dyadic case. 
(iii) Since the valuation of Theorem 4.6 is so useful, we mention a 
few more of its properties. Let wg R be the subring generated by 
(&VI, I h E fb;. R ecall that T=(l +-flT).F2.and H,= lJ,.T= lTT.F’. 
Thus U,/(U,n p) --f ?,,,I? induces HT/TzFL,;L.Ie z Gli. Let .4 2 F/H,. 
Then R is isomorphic to the group ring RCA] and I@, 2 R. Furthermore, 
the value group Tr satisfies r,/V,r p/H=. 
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